Research Technician – Autieri Lab at Temple University

This is a full-time position for a V-11 Research lab technician. Michael Autieri’s lab at Temple University conducts research in the cellular and molecular mechanisms of several cardiovascular diseases, including atherosclerosis, restenosis, and hypertension. This position requires a BS in Molecular Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, Biology, or similar major.

Responsibilities Include:
- Molecular analyses (RNA and DNA isolation, PCR, tissue sectioning, immunohistochemistry)
- Mouse colony management (weaning, genotyping, organization)
  - Hands-on experience with mice is preferred but can be taught as needed.

The ideal candidate should be self-motivated, can work in a collaborative environment, and demonstrate strong communication skills. A willingness to learn this is essential.

Please contact: Mike Autieri; mautieri@temple.edu